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ABSTRACT
Applications often use IP addresses as end host iden-
tifiers based on the assumption that IP addresses do
not change frequently, even when dynamically assigned.
The validity of this assumption depends upon the dura-
tion of time that an IP address continues to be assigned
to the same end host, and this duration in turn, depends
upon the various causes that can induce the currently
assigned IP address to change. In this work, we iden-
tify different causes that can lead to an address change
and analyze their effect in ISPs around the world us-
ing data gathered from 3,038 RIPE Atlas probes hosted
across 929 ASes and 156 countries across all 12 months
of 2015. Our observations reveal information about ISP
practices, outages, and dynamic address prefixes. For
example, we found 20 ISPs around the world that pe-
riodically reassign addresses after a fixed period, typi-
cally a multiple of 24 hours. We also found that address
changes are correlated with network and power outages
occurring at customer premises equipment (CPE) de-
vices. Furthermore, almost half of the address changes
we observed on the same CPE were to an entirely dif-
ferent BGP-routed prefix.

1. INTRODUCTION
Academia and industry often rely on a simplifying

assumption that IP addresses uniquely identify end-
hosts [1, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16, 18, 25, 34, 36, 37, 40–42, 47]. This
assumption allows researchers to track end host behav-
ior over time [16,18,35], or to count participating users
in peer-to-peer systems [9, 34, 37]. Many organizations
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create blacklists of suspicious IP addresses based on pre-
viously observed malicious traffic associated with those
addresses [8, 11,40,41].

We seek to verify the assumption that even dynamic
IPv4 addresses are reasonably static over the time scales
of these measurements or malicious behaviors. As a
first step toward validating this assumption, we have
analyzed dynamic address assignments from a large set
of customer premises equipment (CPE) devices to un-
derstand more about the events and agents associated
with dynamic address changes. Though several studies
have investigated dynamic address churn rates [2,7,13,
17, 19, 21, 48], only Maier et al. have attempted to at-
tribute dynamic address changes to their cause [19], for
a single ISP in one urban area.

Anecdotal evidence is in conflict: some may report
that their address changes often, others that their ad-
dress changes extremely rarely [43–46]. In private con-
versation, ISP operators have claimed that they change
dynamic addresses frequently, others appear to do so
rarely. Despite the potential for dynamic address changes,
the DHCP protocol tries to preserve address assign-
ments even for expired leases (section 4.3.1 of RFC
2131 [10]). We attempt to reconcile these conflicting
experiences so that researchers can estimate the likely
duration of dynamic address assignments in different
regions and networks.

In this paper, we introduce a new dataset for detect-
ing dynamic address changes: the RIPE Atlas connection-
logs dataset. RIPE Atlas is a measurement infrastruc-
ture consisting of thousands of probes deployed in vari-
ous ISPs all over the world. The RIPE Atlas dataset is
uniquely suited to studying the events associated with
dynamic address change. It provides visibility into not
only host IP address changes, but also events occurring
at the host around the same time that likely triggered
the change because a RIPE Atlas probe makes continu-
ous additional measurements of the network and reports
when it last booted. Further, the dataset allows the
study of dynamic address prefixes from which a CPE
device is allocated successive addresses since it includes
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every IP address that was assigned to the CPE device
over time.

We analyze 95 ISPs in the dataset that have at least 5
dynamically assigned probes and find 20 ISPs we label
as periodic because these ISPs renumber many of their
customers after they have held their address for a spe-
cific duration. This time limit varies across ISPs. Of
2272 dynamically assigned probes in the dataset, 193
(8.5%) change addresses periodically with a period of
24 hours, and 123 (5.4%) do so with a period of one
week. We take a first step toward understanding ad-
dress changes that are coincident with outages, iden-
tifying the probability of address changes given power
and network outages: about 15% of RIPE Atlas probes
with dynamic addresses can expect an address change
with each outage. For some ISPs, this probability in-
creases with outage duration, while others renumber
upon any outage—even outages that are so short that
they are likely CPE device reboots or reconnects. Sur-
prisingly, when addresses change, they often also change
to a different BGP prefix as well, and are not con-
strained to the same /24. Private communication with
a large European ISP corroborated our inferences re-
garding that ISP’s renumbering patterns: the ISP pe-
riodically renumbers every 24 hours, renumbers upon
outages of any duration, and renumbers across prefixes.

Much of this paper describes the process of excluding
false or irrelevant data to arrive at precise estimates of
address lifetime and the cause of outages. Multi-homed
and dual-stack probes can alternate the addresses that
they use without any dynamic reassignment. Firmware
updates can cause RIPE Atlas probes to reboot to in-
stall the update as a result of an address change, when
it loses a connection to the central controller, rather
than a reboot being a cause. Probes may sometimes
move physically from one network to another. Although
it may be possible to design a cleaner measurement
methodology from scratch, we see this work as an ex-
ample of the challenge of repurposing existing measure-
ment data sets toward a problem not originally consid-
ered. We also believe that the RIPE Atlas deployment,
while biased toward technical users like most measure-
ment infrastructure, and biased toward European de-
ployment, is sufficiently large and long-established to
yield novel and reliable observations about dynamic ad-
dressing in practice.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
An IP address can be used to uniquely identify the

end-host it is assigned to until the end-host’s address
changes for some reason. The duration of time that a
dynamic IP address continues to be assigned to the same
CPE device depends upon various causes that can in-
duce the assigned IP address to change. In this section,
we present techniques used for assigning dynamic ad-
dresses and the events and agents involved in dynamic
address changes.

2.1 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Dynamic addresses are often assigned to devices using

the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [10].
DHCP issues an IP address to a host for a lease duration
configured by the ISP. The host will try to renew the
lease before it expires, typically half-way into the lease.
However, whether the same IP address is renewed, or
a different one is assigned, depends upon ISP policy.
We speculate that the typical behavior of ISPs using
DHCP is to renew the lease of the currently assigned
IP address, since one of the stated design goals in the
DHCP specification is that a DHCP client should be
assigned the same address in response to each request,
whenever possible. Thus, we typically only expect an
ISP using DHCP, to change the address of a CPE, if
something happens to prevent the CPE from renewing
its lease (like an outage).

2.2 Point-to-Point Protocol
In some networks, end-hosts connect to an ISP using

point-to-point links. For these networks, the Point-to-
Point Protocol (PPP) first configures and establishes
the point-to-point link [39]. Next, a Network Control
Protocol (NCP) like the Internet Protocol Control Pro-
tocol (IPCP) configures IP addresses [20]. The PPP
specification notes that the link will remain configured
for communication until the link is actively closed down
through network administrator intervention or when an
inactivity timer expires.

2.3 Potential dynamic address change causes
Next, we identify the reasons dynamic addresses as-

signed using the above techniques could change. We
classify the following categories of address change:

• Changes after outages If the client is discon-
nected or loses power long enough to fail to renew
a DHCP lease, its address may be assigned to an-
other; when it returns, it may then get a new ad-
dress. We call such changes outage-caused address
changes.

• Changes after reboot/reconnect While we ex-
pect addresses assigned through traditional DHCP
to change only when the outage duration is long
enough to prevent lease renewal, addresses assigned
through PPP can change upon outages of any du-
ration. Any reboot or network reconnect event
could cause the client to forget its prior address
and request a new one, or the state associated with
a connection may be lost. We call such address
changes reboot-caused address changes.

• Administrative address changes A purpose of
dynamic address assignment is to allow reconfigu-
ration of the network; it is possible that a recon-
figuration of the DHCP server will force a change
to the subnet on which the client lies. We expect
such reassignment to be rare.



• Periodic address changes We observe that some
ISPs limit the session length associated with an
address, causing a reassignment after a fixed du-
ration, typically one day to one week depending
on the ISP.

Intuitively, the address change is either caused by the
ISP (administrative or periodic), or caused by the client
(or an interruption in network service to the client) in
a reboot or outage.

3. THE RIPE ATLAS DATASETS
Analyzing periodic and administrative address changes

requires visibility of the dynamic addresses assigned to
a sample of the ISP’s customers and the ability to see
these addresses change over time. Analyzing outage-
caused and reboot-caused address changes requires knowl-
edge of the events occurring on the end-host at the time
of an address change. Prior studies of dynamic address-
ing have typically relied on incoming connections that
have a unique client identifier, such as a user name, but
changing addresses, and thus have no information about
what caused a change or precisely when it occurred.
The RIPE Atlas dataset is unique since it includes nec-
essary information about both address changes and con-
temporaneous events at the host.

The RIPE NCC’s Atlas project deploys small devices,
called probes, that conduct measurements from globally
distributed networks [27]. In this section, we first de-
scribe the connection logs dataset from RIPE Atlas that
we use to detect IP address changes. We then describe
the k-root ping and SOS-uptime datasets from RIPE
Atlas that we use to learn about events occurring on
end-hosts.

3.1 RIPE Atlas connection logs dataset
RIPE Atlas probes connect to the RIPE Atlas infras-

tructure through a single SSH session over TCP port
443 (typically used by HTTPS) [3]. RIPE Atlas servers
record the establishment and termination of these con-
nections in connection logs. Table 1 shows connection
log entries for a RIPE Atlas probe in the dataset for the
first five days in January 2015.

Connection logs record each TCP connection made
by the probe to a central controller and include the
timestamp of the beginning and end of the connection
(defined by the last receipt of data), the peer address
of the connection that represents the publicly visible IP
address used by the probe, and a unique identifier of the
probe device. Probes are typically deployed behind the
Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) of a user, so that
the publicly visible IP address appearing in the con-
nection logs belongs to that of the CPE. We term this
address the “probe’s address” or the “end-host address,”
since it is the useful, publicly visible address that the
probe uses, even though the address may technically be-
long to the CPE and the probe has a different, private,
RFC 1918 address.

ID Start time End time IP Address Dur
206 Dec 31 03:21:34 Jan 1 02:57:37 91.55.174.103 NA
206 Jan 1 03:22:16 Jan 1 17:34:11 91.55.169.37 14.2
206 Jan 1 18:00:54 Jan 1 18:42:31 91.55.132.252 0.7
206 Jan 1 19:06:46 Jan 2 02:19:16 91.55.155.115 7.2
206 Jan 2 02:41:55 Jan 3 02:18:00 91.55.141.95 23.6
206 Jan 3 02:43:14 Jan 4 02:16:59 91.55.165.167 23.6
206 Jan 4 02:40:58 Jan 5 02:15:45 91.55.163.252 23.6
206 Jan 5 02:38:39 Jan 6 02:14:48 91.55.141.63 NA

Table 1: Connection log sample for the first five days of
2015. We compute the address duration, shown in the
last column in hours.

We find IP address changes by inspecting these con-
nection logs. A new entry in a probe’s connection log
is created whenever an event occurs that causes the ex-
isting TCP connection to break. This connection will
break when the probe’s IP address changes, when a
probe reboots, or when there is an outage. We can
infer that the address changed between the end time of
one connection and the start time of the next, if the
addresses differ in consecutive entries. For example,
in Table 1, there are seven address changes. Between
changes, we can identify the duration that the probe
held an address, shown in hours. In this example, each
connection had a different address, so the address dura-
tions are equal to the connection duration, though this
is not always the case. The duration of the first address
is unknown because we do not know when that IP ad-
dress was first assigned to the probe; the duration of
the last address is also unknown.

The interval between connections, in the example of
Table 1, typically 20–25 minutes, is information we also
use in concert with other datasets described below to
determine the type and duration of the event that led to
a new connection. An active RIPE Atlas probe should
report experiments back to the central controller about
every three minutes [14]. We attribute this long delay
between the end of one connection to the beginning of
the next when there is an address change to waiting for
TCP to exhaust its retransmission attempts (RFC 1122
Section 4.2.3.5) [4].

We obtained connection logs from January 1, 2015
to December 31, 2015 belonging to 10,977 active RIPE
Atlas probes that had been connected to their central
controllers for more than 30 days in 2015. We first found
the list of active probes as of December 31, 2015, using
the RIPE Atlas probe archive [31], and found 16,584
active probes. Next, we scraped each active probe’s
connection logs directly from the probe’s webpage [30].
Subsequently, we found 10,977 probes who had been
connected to their central controllers for an aggregate
duration of more than 30 days in 2015.

3.2 Probe filtering
We omit from our analysis two sets of data: probes

that are connected using a method where using different
addresses does not indicate changes to the addresses



that were assigned, for example, multihomed probes, as
well as connection log entries that represent movement
from one location or provider to another. Once we omit
a probe for anomalous behavior in connection logs, we
omit that probe from our analysis of the other RIPE
Atlas datasets as well.

Category Probes
Total Probes 10,977
Not Analyzable

Never changed 3,073
Dual Stack 3,728
IPv6 237
Multihomed / Core / Data-center (tags) 174
Multihomed (alternating addresses) 511
Only address change from 193.0.0.78 216

Analyzable (geography) 3,038
Multiple ASes 766

Analyzable (AS-level) 2,272

Table 2: Of the 10,977 probes in the dataset, we are able
to find address changes on 3,038 probes. 766 probes
had addresses from multiple ASes; we discard address
changes across ASes for these probes from our geo-
graphic analysis and filter these probes altogether in
our AS-level analysis.

Table 2 provides an overview of the probes we omitted
from the analysis.
IPv6 and dual-stacked probes
Probes that communicate, even occasionally, over IPv6
are not useful for understanding IPv4 address dynam-
ics. We found 237 probes that made connections solely
over IPv6 and 3,728 that used both IPv4 and IPv6.
The 3,728 that connect over both protocols often alter-
nated between address types, providing little informa-
tion about the duration that the probe held any particu-
lar IPv4 address. Concretely, if a dual-stacked probe es-
tablished one TCP connection to the central controller
over IPv4 and the next TCP connection over IPv6, we
cannot tell whether or when the IPv4 address changed
while the IPv6 connection was active. We would need
consecutive IPv4 connections from three different IPv4
addresses to determine how long the probe held the ad-
dress in the middle of the sequence. In practice, a se-
quence of such IPv4 connections is rare for a dual-stack
probe.
Multihomed and datacenter probes
We cannot use the connection logs dataset to observe
address changes accurately on multihomed probes (probes
that have more than one available IP address concur-
rently). For these probes, a connection from a new
address could simply be a connection from the other
address assigned to the CPE, much like a dual-stack
probe. Probes at exchange points or in data centers are
relatively few and seemed more likely to be problematic
(by exhibiting multihomed behavior) than instructive
(by representing address changes experienced by cus-
tomers).

To filter multihomed probes, we first looked for hints
in user-provided “tags” associated with a probe: 174
probes had at least one of the tags “multihomed,”“dat-
acentre,”or“core.” Tags are provided voluntarily and so
probes may not be tagged with those labels even if they
were in fact multihomed; thus, we looked for common
features among the tagged probes which we could then
use to omit probes with similar behavior. The most
common feature we found was that connections from
the tagged probes alternated between one fixed address
and another potentially changing address; we found this
feature on 36 of the 174 tagged probes. We found 511
other probes that matched this behavior and removed
them from the dataset. We expect that it is far more
likely that when a host returns to using a previously-
used address, the host is choosing from among addresses
it holds for a long time rather than that the ISP reas-
signed a previously held address to the host. We com-
bine this behavioral, alternating-addresses, definition of
multihomed with the tags to choose probes to omit from
analysis.

3.3 Connection log entry filtering
We omit some entries in the connection log because of

properties of either the address involved or because the
detected address change was such that a probe reported
an address from one autonomous system for one connec-
tion and an address from a different autonomous system
for the next connection. Removing these connection log
entries does not generally remove probes entirely from
analysis.
Testing addresses
Some probes had their first address transition from the
same IP address, 193.0.0.78. This address belongs to
the RIPE NCC, and was used for testing before being
shipped to volunteers. There were 427 such probes that
started with this address; we remove this connection log
entry. That left 216 additional probes with no further
address changes in 2015, so we omitted those probes in
Table 2.
Address changes across ASes
When attributing behavior to individual autonomous
systems, we omit from analysis any probes where ad-
dress changes indicated a change from the address space
of one autonomous system to the address space of an-
other. We used CAIDA’s IP-to-AS dataset [6] to map
each IP address to its autonomous system. CAIDA pub-
lishes the IP-to-AS dataset monthly; thus, we found
the month in which a new IP address was assigned to
a probe and used CAIDA’s IP-to-AS dataset for that
month to find the AS for that address. We found 766
probes with at least one address change spanning differ-
ent autonomous systems. These ASes could be sibling
ASes owned by the same ISP, but could also belong to
different ISPs if the owner of the probes switched ISPs.
For our geographic analysis (Section 4.2), we discarded
the address changes spanning ASes for these probes,
but retained the address changes within the same AS.



For our AS-level analysis of renumbering behavior (Sec-
tion 4.3), we made the conservative choice of filtering
these probes altogether.

Table 2 summarizes the dataset and the number of
probes filtered. After the filtering process we had 2,272
probes analyzable for AS-level renumbering behavior,
and 3,038 probes analyzable for geographic renumber-
ing behavior. For each analyzable probe in Table 2,
we found address changes along with the time of the
address change and used them to find the duration for
which addresses were assigned before changing.

3.4 k-root ping dataset

ID Timestamp N sent N success LTS
16893 Jan 27 09:01:42 3 3 86
16893 Jan 27 09:05:48 3 0 151
16893 Jan 27 09:09:45 3 0 388
16893 Jan 27 09:13:36 3 0 619
16893 Jan 27 09:17:49 3 0 872
16893 Jan 27 09:21:40 3 0 1103
16893 Jan 27 09:25:39 3 3 1342
16893 Jan 27 09:29:36 3 3 146

Table 3: Sample of k-root ping dataset for probe ID
16893 when a network outage occurred. We detect a
network outage when pings to the k-root server are lost
and when this ping loss is accompanied by increasing
Last Time Synchronized (LTS) values. Here we detect a
network outage beginning at Jan 27 09:05:48 and ending
at Jan 27 09:21:40.

We detect network outages using two items from the
built-in RIPE Atlas probe measurements. Every four
minutes, each probe sends three pings to the k-root
DNS server and logs the number of sent pings and the
number of successful responses [29]. Table 3 shows a
sample of this log. Probes report the results of these
and other measurements via HTTP POST to the cen-
tral controller once every four minutes. Along with the
measurement data, the probe also reports the current
LTS or “last time synchronised” value. This value in-
dicates when the probe last synchronized its clock with
that of the central controller. Typically, probes synchro-
nize their clocks by NTP or upon receipt of the HTTP
verify response from the controller [14], so in the ab-
sence of an outage, the reported LTS value should be
less than four minutes (240 seconds).

We use a combination of the ping responses and the
LTS value to infer a network outage, so that we have
two (mostly) independent measurements that indicate
that the probe’s network has failed. We consider the
network outage to start at the first measurement where
all pings to the k-root server were lost, and to end at the
last measurement where all pings were lost. If the LTS
value did not grow, that would indicate that the probe
was still able to communicate with the controller, and
thus would not be an outage. Note that this interval

underestimates the duration of a network outage by up
to eight minutes.

3.5 SOS-uptime dataset

ID Timestamp Uptime counter value
206 Jan 1 03:15:18 262531
206 Jan 1 17:50:26 315038
206 Jan 1 17:50:55 19
206 Jan 1 17:53:59 203
206 Jan 1 18:59:44 4147

Table 4: Sample of SOS-uptime records from RIPE At-
las for January 1 2015 for probe ID 206. The third row
shows that the uptime counter had reset 19 seconds
before 17:50:55, allowing us to infer that the probe re-
booted at 17:50:36.

The SOS-uptime dataset contains probe uptime counter
values over time. The uptime counter on each probe is
64 bits long and counts the number of seconds since
the probe booted. Probes report their uptime counter
value to the central controller every time they make a
new TCP connection to the controller.

We use the SOS-uptime dataset to determine when
RIPE Atlas probes rebooted by finding when the up-
time counter was reset. For example, consider the sam-
ple SOS-uptime records from the RIPE Atlas dataset
for probe ID 206 shown in Table 4. The first entry at
03:15:18 on January 1st shows that the probe had been
up for 262,531 seconds. Later that evening, the probe
is shown to have been up for 315,038 seconds, but the
next uptime counter value reports that the probe was
up for only 19 seconds. We infer that a reboot occurred
19 seconds earlier, at 17:50:36.

After finding reboot times, we use the k-root ping
dataset to measure how long each power outage lasted.
When we detect a reboot, we use the difference in time
between successive pings to the k-root server to estimate
the power outage duration.

3.6 Associating inter-connection gaps with
outage events

The next task is to synthesize these three datasets
to identify outage events that occur between TCP con-
nections to the central controller. The TCP connection
to the central controller breaks when the IP address
changes, when the probe reboots, when the CPE re-
boots, or when there is a power outage or significant
network outage. For example, the reboot at 17:50:36 in
Table 1 corresponds to rows 2 and 3 in Table 1 since the
reboot time falls between the end of the connection log
entry ending at 17:34:11 and the start of the connection
log entry beginning at 18:00:54.

We use a priority ordering to assign outages to inter-
connection gaps. If the k-root dataset indicated a net-
work outage in the gap, we associate it with a network
outage. If instead the SOS-uptime dataset indicates a
reboot coincident with missing attempted k-root pings



from the k-root dataset, we associate the gap with a
power outage. If neither occurred, we mark the gap as
a “no-outage” indicating that the reconnection was not
associated with any outage.

4. PERIODIC ADDRESS CHANGES
ISPs can assign dynamic addresses for as long as they

wish. In DHCP, long leases simplify administration,
while short leases can be more efficient in reclaiming
unused addresses. DHCP leases, however, are meant to
be renewable by devices that are still active. In this
section, we look at periodic address reassignment: in-
stances where a device changes address periodically, de-
spite actively using the address. Periodic reassignment
is atypical for devices using DHCP since a device that is
continuously renewing its lease should continue to keep
its current address [10].

4.1 Metric to detect periodic address du-
rations

If ISPs intentionally renumber after specific dura-
tions, we would expect those address durations to be
prominent in a distribution of all address durations be-
longing to that ISP. We initially considered studying
distributions of raw address durations, similar to the
analyses by Maier et al. [19] and Moura et al. [21],
but found that short address-durations were overrepre-
sented. For example, in Table 1, inspecting the cumu-
lative distribution of address durations would suggest
that only half the addresses (3 of 6) were assigned for
24 hours. However, when trying to reason about the
expected duration that an address will continue to be
assigned to the CPE, we would like to know the fraction
of total time that each duration accounted for. For ex-
ample, in Table 1, the CPE was assigned 24 hour long
addresses for roughly three-quarters of the total mea-
sured time. This latter notion is more useful to find
whether an ISP is using periodic durations consistently,
since the modes at intervals on the scale of days will be
more visible.

To capture this notion we define a metric, the total
time fraction. For a given probe and an address dura-
tion d, we define the total time fraction for d as the frac-
tion of time spent by the probe in durations of length d.
We compute the total time fraction for a given probe
and a duration d by obtaining the total address time
for the probe, and computing the fraction of the total
address time that was accounted for by address dura-
tions of length d. For a probe p, if n(d) is the number
of times the probe had an address duration d and D
is an array containing all address durations that were
assigned to the probe, the total time fraction for the
address duration d is given by:

fp
d = d× n(d)/Σ(D)

We use a similar procedure for computing the total
time fraction considering all probes in an ISP, country,
or continent. We believe that the total time fraction
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Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of total time fraction
by continent. Modes (vertical segments in the CDF) in-
dicate periodic renumbering. Addresses in North Amer-
ica are relatively long lived and free of periodic renum-
bering.

offers a better representation of the probability that an
address was assigned for a certain duration than a sim-
ple inspection of the address durations.

4.2 Periodic address changes by geogra-
phy

We begin by inspecting how address durations vary
across continents. We expected that address scarcity
might affect address durations, leading to longer dura-
tions in North America and shorter durations in Asia.
We use RIPE Atlas’s probe database to find the country
to which each probe belongs. Next, we aggregate the
address durations of probes by their respective countries
and subsequently, to their continents. Figure 1 shows
the cumulative distribution of the total time fraction
for each continent, i.e., the y-axis shows the fraction of
total address duration accounted for by durations less
than the x-axis value. The number in parentheses in
the legend for each continent shows the total address
duration for that continent in years (Σ(D)).

In Europe, Asia, Africa, and South America, address
durations exhibit well-defined modes, mostly at inter-
vals that are multiples of 24 hours. The most common
mode is exactly at 24 hours: the total time fraction
for European addresses at 24 hours is 0.16, African ad-
dresses is also 0.16, and Asian addresses is 0.07. One
week address durations are also common in Europe,
with the total time fraction at 1 week equaling 0.08.
South American addresses exhibit multiple modes: their
total time fraction is 0.11 at 12 hours, 0.07 at 28 hours,
0.09 at 48 hours, and 0.03 at 192 hours (8 days).

The curves for North America and Oceania do not
have well-defined modes, suggesting that ISPs in these
continents do not periodically change addresses. Fur-
ther, North American probes typically retain their dy-
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Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of total time frac-
tions for ASes with most RIPE Atlas probes that
yielded at least one address duration. Probes from Or-
ange and DTAG spent more than half of their total
duration in periodic durations of 1 week and 1 day re-
spectively. BT also showed evidence of periodic renum-
bering with a mode at two weeks. On the other hand,
LGI and Verizon have no modes at any durations, and
spent most of their total time in durations that were
weeks long.

namic addresses for much longer durations than other
continents; North American addresses spent more than
half of the total time in address durations longer than
50 days. This suggests that IP addresses can be used as
end-host identifiers in North America for several weeks.

4.3 Periodic address changes by AS
We next considered whether the configuration deci-

sion to renumber periodically was uniform across an AS,
or could reflect some other feature. For example, peri-
odic renumbering could be a result of an unexpected
cron job on the RIPE Atlas probe or a faulty DHCP
client that could not renew. Periodic renumbering could
be due to government regulations in countries, perhaps
as a privacy measure. It could also simply reflect ISP
policy, perhaps to hinder users from running web servers
as anecdotal evidence suggests [12]. Investigating AS-
level behavior can inform whether the periodic renum-
bering behavior is concentrated in some ASes and ab-
sent in others, shedding light on its potential cause.

4.3.1 Is periodic renumbering prevalent across
all ISPs?

We first investigate the ASes with the largest deploy-
ment of RIPE Atlas probes where we detected at least
two instances of address changes. Recall that we only
obtain an address duration when the address began and
ended during the interval we studied, so that a mini-
mum of two address changes are necessary for a probe
to yield an address duration. Figure 2 shows the cu-
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of total time frac-
tions for ASes in Germany. Many German ISPs appear
to change addresses every 24 hours. However, some
ISPs have more stable addresses.

mulative distribution of total time fractions for the five
autonomous systems with the most probes that yielded
address durations. In this figure, Orange, an ISP from
France, appears to change addresses after a duration of
168 hours (1 week): 55% of its total address duration
was a week long. The German ISP, Deutsche Telekom
AG (DTAG) reassigns addresses after 24 hours: 76%
of the total address duration lies in that mode. British
Telecom (BT) has a mode at 336 hours (2 weeks) with
13% of its total duration being in 2 week intervals. We
study these ASes further in Section 4.4.

The other two ISPs do not exhibit any evidence of
periodic renumbering. Liberty Global, an ISP to which
probes spread across Europe belong, does not appear
to change addresses periodically and neither does Ver-
izon (US). Among these ASes, Verizon has the longest
address durations.

Since periodic renumbering behavior is widespread in
some ISPs and non-existent in others, we conclude that
the cause of periodic renumbering is likely ISP policy.

4.3.2 Is periodic renumbering geographically cor-
related?

Next, we investigate how the periodic renumbering
behavior of ISPs correlates with the country in which
they operate. Germany has more than a hundred RIPE
Atlas probes deployed across several ISPs, thus we study
their address durations in Figure 3 for ISPs with probes
that contributed at least 3 years of total time. Many
ISPs in Germany change addresses every 24 hours: 77%
of the duration in DTAG (AS 3320), 76% in Telefon-
ica1 (AS 6805), 74% in Telefonica2 (AS 13184), and
29% in Vodafone (AS 3209), is 24 hours. We observe
that the ’other’ ISPs also have a mode at 24 hours,
suggesting that German ISPs are particularly likely to
renumber every 24 hours. However, this behavior is not



universal: Kabel Deutschland (AS 31334) and Kabel
BW (AS29562) do not exhibit a mode at 24 hours; in-
stead, more than 90% of their total address duration
was spent in durations longer than two weeks.

These results suggest that periodic renumbering be-
havior can exhibit some geographic correlation, but is
likely largely caused by ISP policy.

Private communication with a large European ISP
confirmed that the ISP renumbers every 24 hours, since
the ISP considers this scheme to be more ’privacy se-
cure’ although there is no government regulation that
forces this feature. The ISP also reported that it uses
PPPoE instead of DHCP for its DSL lines (which ac-
counted for the vast majority of its customers). Since
periodic behavior would be atypical of DHCP but con-
sistent with PPP techniques for address assignment, we
speculate that periodic renumbering is a property of
ISPs that use PPP.

4.4 ISPs that renumber periodically
In this section, we look specifically at ISPs that renum-

ber periodically to infer the period over which they
renumber, the fraction of the ISPs’ probes which peri-
odically renumber, how reliably the renumbering occurs
at the end of the period, and whether the renumbering
is synchronized across probes. We classify a probe as
“periodic” when its total time fraction at some duration
d exceeds 0.25. We set the threshold to 0.25 because
we expect a probe whose address is reassigned periodi-
cally to sometimes have a shorter duration, say, due to
a reboot, and sometimes have a longer duration, say, by
receiving the same address again.

We consider autonomous systems having at least five
probes with an address change of which at least three
probes are periodic, and provide an overview of their
renumbering period and behavior in Table 5. The pe-
riodic duration d is shown in hours; 24 hour durations
are typical. Renumbering in this table is primarily a
feature of central Europe, with some in Russia, Kaza-
khstan, Mauritius, and South America. We describe
the rest of the columns in the next subsections.

4.4.1 What fraction of probes is periodic?
Even for ISPs such as Orange and DTAG which have

total time fraction at period d in excess of 0.5, not all ad-
dress durations equal d; some durations are shorter and
others longer as seen in Figure 2. One possible explana-
tion is that only a few probes in these ISPs were peri-
odically renumbered while others were not. Alternately,
periodic probes sometimes have address durations not
equal to d. We find that it is usually a combination of
both factors that lead to non-periodic durations in these
ISPs, although the extent to which each is responsible
varies by ISP.

In Table 5, the N column shows the number of probes
with at least one address change in the dataset. The
next column, fp

d > 0.25, shows the number of periodic
probes—those having a time fraction of more than 0.25

at duration d. In some ISPs, only a small fraction of
probes are periodically renumbered. For example, only
a fifth of the probes in BT were periodic with a 2-week
period, partially explaining why the total time fraction
at 2-weeks for BT in Figure 2 is only 0.13.

The subsequent columns, fp
d > 0.5 and fp

d > 0.75
show what percentage of the periodic probes are per-
sistently so, where the total time fraction at duration d
is more than half or three quarters. We show percent-
ages rather than raw counts in these columns to sim-
plify the comparison, given that these providers have
different sizes. A high percentage indicates that most
of the periodic probes (with fp

d > 0.25), are strongly
so (fp

d > 0.75). A low percentage indicates that probes
may either be reassigned early (due to outages) or late
(due to inconsistent reassignment). We can see that
only 15% of the periodic probes in BT had fp

d > 0.5
and none had fp

d > 0.75, providing further explanation
for why the total time fraction at 2-weeks for BT is low.

Other ISPs have a much larger fraction of their probes
that are periodic: more than 80% of probes in Or-
ange, DTAG, Telefonica Germany, A1 Telekom, Hrvat-
ski, ISKON, ANTEL, Global Village Telecom, Mauri-
tius Telekom, Orange Polska, and Digi Tavkozlesi are
periodic. For each of these ISPs, more than 75% of
probes are persistently periodic, having fp

d > 0.5. For
DTAG, Telefonica, A1 Telekom, Hrvatski, ANTEL, and
Orange Polska, more than 75% of probes have fp

d >
0.75. Notable is Orange Polska, which has four of its
ten probes periodic at 24 hours, and five more probes
periodic at 22 hours, but 100% of them have a time
fraction at their respective durations greater than 0.75.

Probes in these ISPs typically have address dura-
tions capped at d. Address durations can sometimes be
shorter—potentially due to outages or reboot/reconnect
events as we show in Section 5—but can occasionally be
larger than d as well. We study these next.

4.4.2 Why are some address durations longer
than the period?

Some address durations exceed the typical period, d,
for an ISP. We would like to determine whether this is a
behavior limited to a few probes in the ISP (potentially
caused by unusually designed CPE devices), or if the
longer-than-typical durations are spread across probes.

How many periodic probes have an address duration
longer than d? We expected that no address duration
for such probes would exceed the periodic duration d.
That is, if the ISP was renumbering a probe on a sched-
ule, then some additional renumbering would be possi-
ble due to other reasons, but the probe would never
keep its address longer than d. It turns out that this
expectation is not the case. The column MAX ≤ d
shows the percentage of the periodic probes that had
their maximum address duration less than d (to cap-
ture only those durations that clearly exceeded d, we
adjusted d to be d + 5% for this column). Across all
periodic probes, 94% of those that appear to be on a



AS ASN Country d N fp
d > 0.25 fp

d > 0.5 fp
d > 0.75 MAX ≤ d Harmonic

All 24 2272 193 88.6% 68.4% 43.5% 89.6%
All 168 2272 123 74.0% 13.8% 94.3% 98.4%

Orange 3215 France 168 122 111 77% 14% 98% 99%
DTAG 3320 Germany 24 63 51 96% 86% 78% 98%

Telefonica DE 2 6805 Germany 24 17 15 93% 80% 27% 93%
Telefonica DE 1 13184 Germany 24 14 14 93% 86% 21% 100%

PJSC Rostelecom 8997 Russia 24 22 13 100% 69% 23% 100%
BT 2856 U.K. 337 67 13 15% 0% 38% 62%

Proximus 5432 Belgium 36 41 12 83% 8% 0% 83%
A1 Telekom 8447 Austria 24 12 11 100% 91% 73% 100%

Vodafone GmbH 3209 Germany 24 21 9 78% 11% 0% 89%
Hrvatski 5391 Croatia 24 7 7 100% 100% 43% 86%
ISKON 13046 Croatia 24 6 6 83% 33% 0% 100%
ANTEL 6057 Uruguay 12 6 6 100% 100% 33% 100%

Global Village Telecom 18881 Brazil 48 6 6 100% 67% 0% 17%
Mauritius Telecom 23889 Mauritius 24 6 5 100% 20% 20% 100%

JSC Kazakhtelecom 9198 Kazakhstan 24 15 5 80% 80% 60% 80%
Orange Polska 5617 Poland 22 10 5 100% 100% 60% 80%

VIPnet 31012 Croatia 92 7 4 75% 0% 75% 75%
Proximus 5432 Belgium 24 41 4 50% 25% 0% 75%

Digi Tavkozlesi 20845 Hungary 168 4 4 100% 25% 100% 100%
Orange Polska 5617 Poland 24 10 4 100% 100% 50% 100%

Free SAS 12322 France 24 12 3 100% 67% 0% 67%
SONATEL-AS 8346 Europe 24 7 3 33% 33% 33% 33%

Net by Net 12714 Russia 47 7 3 100% 100% 67% 100%

Table 5: Autonomous systems that had at least three probes with a total time fraction for duration d (in hours)
greater than 0.25. fp

d > 0.25 shows the number of probes that had a total time fraction at d greater than 0.25;
fp
d > 0.50 and fp

d > 0.75 show the percentage of those probes that had fractions greater than 0.5 and 0.75 for
the same duration. MAX ≤ d shows the percentage of probes whose maximum duration was no greater than d.
“Harmonic” represents the percentage of probes that, if not renumbered after d, are renumbered after some multiple
of d hours. The ASes are sorted in decreasing order of fp

d > 0.25.

one-week renumbering schedule did not have an address
duration longer than one week; only 44% of those that
appeared to be on a one-day renumbering schedule had
all durations limited by twenty-four hours.

This fraction seemed surprisingly low. Why would so
many probes show daily renumbering, even reporting a
total time fraction of 0.75, when the probe might also
keep its address longer? We considered two possible ex-
planations that would have the same symptoms: that a
periodic renumbering was skipped or that the same ad-
dress was (perhaps by random chance) assigned again.
In these cases, rather than see an address change after
24 hours, we might see one at 48 or even 72 hours. We
term such address changes “Harmonics”, and consider
what fraction of the time all address changes are at or
before d (as expected), or occur at a multiple of d. The
percentage of probes that match this loosened definition
(a superset of those in MAX ≤ d) appears in the last
column of Table 5. Most periodic probes from all ISPs
except Global Village Telecom and SONATEL-AS have
maximum durations of this kind.

4.4.3 Are changes synchronized?
We imagine two broad strategies for daily renumber-

ing: either leaving each customer on an independent,
free-running clock that resets after 24 hours, or synchro-
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Figure 4: Periodic address changes in Orange appear
more evenly distributed among the hours of the day.

nizing all address changes to an off-peak time when few
would be interrupted. Both seem reasonable strategies:
independent clocks seem simple to implement, synchro-
nized address changes seem more likely to shuffle ad-
dresses since many addresses are made available dur-
ing the synchronized interval. However, if one were
to blacklist addresses for misbehavior, knowing which
strategy is in use would help to choose for how long to
keep the blacklist entry. We expect that plotting the
time of day at which addresses change for each ISP will
expose whether the renumbering is synchronized.
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Figure 5: Periodic address changes are more likely in
some hours for Deutsche Telekom.

For Orange and DTAG, the two ISPs with the most
periodic probes, we choose the hour of the day in which
every address duration that had duration d ended and
show these in Figure 4 and Figure 5. For Orange, pe-
riodic address changes are not concentrated during any
specific hours of the day. However, DTAG assigns peri-
odic durations more often during some hours of the day.
In private correspondence with a large European ISP,
we learned that many CPE devices come with an option
to choose the time at which they should disconnect and
reconnect to receive a new address, as a privacy feature.
Figure 5 supports this deployment scenario, observing
almost three quarters of all periodic address changes be-
tween hours 24 to 6 (in GMT). However, some CPEs do
not have this feature because a quarter of the periodic
address changes happen at other hours of the day.

5. OUTAGE-CAUSED ADDRESS
CHANGES

In Section 4.4, we saw that even probes from ISPs
that renumber periodically often have durations shorter
than the typical period. In this section, we study an-
other potential cause of address change: outages occur-
ring at the CPE (customer premises equipment), due to
loss of power or network connectivity. Here, we quantify
how frequently and for which probes an outage event at
the CPE device appears to cause the reassignment of its
IP address. If an outage event occurs at approximately
the same time as an address change, we assume that the
outage caused the address change. If an outage event
occurs distant in time from an address change, then we
assume that the outage did not cause an address change.

There are three versions of RIPE Atlas probes: v1,v2,
and v3. More than 75% of probes are v3, although the
distribution of versions within individual ISPs varies.
We find network outage events on all versions of probes
since network outages are by definition caused when a
probe was up and reporting measurements. However,
finding power outage events is confounded by the pres-
ence of potential false positives and negatives. We ad-
dress these in detail next and describe our approach for
filtering falsely inferred power outages.

5.1 Filtering falsely inferred power outages
The SOS-uptime data (Section 3.5) allows us to de-

termine when the probe rebooted. Ideally, however, we
would like to know when the CPE rebooted. Fortunately,
probe reboots are often representative of CPE reboots
due to a combination of how the RIPE NCC suggests
that probes be installed [28] and expected fate sharing
of co-located devices powered together, as we describe
next.

The RIPE Atlas probe gets power from USB; because
of this design, the probe can be powered by the USB
port on the CPE and will be power-cycled whenever
the CPE reboots. When the probe is plugged into the
CPE, or both together are power-cycled, a probe reboot
indicates that the CPE also rebooted. These represent
the typical cases that are useful for the analysis of power
outage related address changes. The potential error sce-
narios are as follows. When the CPE alone is rebooted
but the probe is not, we would not observe a power
outage, leading to a false negative. When the probe
alone is rebooted but the CPE is not, we would detect
a power outage, leading to a false positive. Although we
expect probe reboots to be rare, a specific scenario in
which they occur is when the probe receives a firmware
upgrade. We discuss how to remove probe reboots due
to firmware upgrades below in Section 5.2.

Older probe hardware (v1,v2) can also confound our
inference of power outages, because these probes may
reboot when they create new TCP connections, since
they are vulnerable to memory fragmentation [33]. Ad-
dress changes create new TCP connections and could
induce such reboots, so for our power outage analysis
we discard data from these older probes.

5.2 Removing reboots caused by firmware
updates

The RIPE Atlas servers push firmware updates to
probes simultaneously. When a probe’s TCP connec-
tion to the central controller breaks, the probe will re-
boot and install the firmware update. Our goal is to
filter reboots that were associated with a firmware up-
date, since these reboots occur as a result of a dropped
connection rather than as a cause. Figure 6 shows the
number of unique probes that rebooted on each day of
2015. We observe five periods during the year when
probes experienced more than twice as many reboots
as the median for at least two consecutive days.

For each of these periods, we found the first day cor-
responding to the spike, and identify that day as when
the firmware update was distributed. Some dates (April
14, July 6, October 5), agree precisely with documented
RIPE Atlas firmware and UI updates [32]. Other dates
are close—we observe March 23 instead of March 28,
and January 25 instead of January 14—but neverthe-
less show the same spike in reboots. We then discard
the first reboot for each probe that occurred after the
firmware update.
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Figure 6: Number of unique probes that rebooted on each day of the year. Days with exceptionally many reboots
follow the distribution of firmware updates. We indicate days where updates seem to have been distributed with
diamonds along the x-axis.

5.3 Most outages result in an address change
for some ASes

We found network and power outage events and asso-
ciated them with inter-connection gaps as described in
Section 3. If the connection log entries on either side of
the inter-connection gap used different addresses, we in-
fer that the event caused an address change and call the
address change an Address change with network outage,
Address change with power outage, and Address change
with no-outage, depending upon the event.

For each individual probe, we consider the conditional
probability of an address change given a detected out-
age. P (ac|nw) represents the conditional probability
that an address change occurred given a network out-
age and P (ac|pw) represents the same for a power out-
age. We estimate this probability using the fraction of
outages occurring contemporaneously with an address
change (out of the total number of outages). We show
the distribution of these probabilities by probe to esti-
mate whether the group of probes (by geography or ISP)
is dominated by those that always or seldom change ad-
dresses on an outage.

We find that the likelihood of address change upon
an outage event differs across ASes. Figure 7 shows
the CDF of P (ac|nw) for the five ASes that host the
most probes with at least one address change and at
least three network outage events. We find that probes
in ASes that periodically renumber—Orange, DTAG,
and BT—have high P (ac|nw) compared to probes from
ASes that do not periodically renumber, LGI and Ver-
izon. Around half of the probes in both Orange and
DTAG had P (ac|nw) equal to 1: every network outage
was accompanied by an address change!

Figure 8 shows P (ac|pw) for these ASes. Recall that
we discarded probes with versions 1 and 2 due to their
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Figure 7: Distribution of P (ac|nw) per probe for the
ASes with the most probes that had at least one address
change. Probes in DTAG, Orange, and BT, are far more
likely to change addresses upon a network outage than
probes in Verizon and LGI.

potential to reboot as a result of an address change,
thus we have fewer samples. The AS-level behavior for
power outages is similar to network outages. DTAG
and Orange tend to renumber frequently upon power
outages; half of the probes in Orange and 40% of the
probes in DTAG have P (ac|pw) equal to 1. Verizon and
LGI do not renumber frequently upon power outages;
only about half of their probes had an address change
even once upon an outage. Since the likelihood of an
address change upon an outage can also depend upon
the duration of the outage, we investigate the distribu-
tion of outage durations and the likelihood of address
changes for different outage durations in Section 5.4.

Since the ASes in Figure 7 and Figure 8 exhibit such
disparate behavior, we considered if some ASes are par-
ticularly likely to renumber upon outages. To investi-



AS ASN Country N P (ac|nw) > 0.8 P (ac|nw) = 1 P (ac|pw) > 0.8 P (ac|pw) = 1
All 1113 29.1% 16.9% 28.3% 14.6%

Orange 3215 France 84 79% 54% 77% 50%
Telecom Italia 3269 Italy 28 71% 50% 57% 21%

BT 2856 U.K. 22 64% 55% 50% 14%
Proximus 5432 Belgium 20 70% 45% 60% 30%

DTAG 3320 Germany 19 58% 47% 47% 42%
Vodafone GmbH 3209 Germany 12 83% 75% 58% 42%

Wind Telecomunicazioni 1267 Italy 12 67% 42% 83% 42%
SFR 15557 France 16 38% 25% 50% 6%

ISKON 13046 Croatia 6 100% 50% 83% 67%
PJSC Rostelecom 8997 Russia 7 71% 29% 57% 14%

Table 6: Probes likely to change addresses upon network outages are also likely to change addresses upon power
outages. The table shows autonomous systems with at least five probes whose conditional probability of address
change upon network outage was greater than 0.8. The N column shows the number of probes with at least three
network outages and at least three power outages. P (ac|nw) > 0.8 and P (ac|nw) = 1 show the percentage of N
for which the conditional probability of address change upon network outage was greater than 0.8 and equal to 1
respectively, and P (ac|pw) > 0.8, P (ac|pw) = 1 show the same for power outages.
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Figure 8: Distribution of P (ac|pw) per probe for probes
running version 3. As with network outages, probes in
DTAG and Orange are more likely to change addresses
upon power outage than probes in Verizon and LGI.

gate this, we found the set of probes with at least three
network and power outages. We then found probes with
P (ac|nw) of 0.8 or more and show ASes with 5 or more
such probes in Table 6.

First, we observe strong geographic correlation; all
these ISPs are in Europe. Second, we observe that
P (ac|pw) is also high; P (ac|nw) > 0.8 and P (ac|pw) >
0.8 are similar for all these ISPs (although P (ac|pw) = 1
tends to be lower because our power outage detection
technique is more prone to false positives). This sug-
gests that both types of outages are likely to cause ad-
dress changes. Third, we find that 7 of the 10 ISPs
also appeared in Table 5. Maier et al. [19] studied the
logs from an urban area of a major European ISP that
used Radius to assign addresses: neither CPE nor Ra-
dius servers remember addresses. The behavior of these
ISPs that nearly always renumber is consistent with the
behavior of the large DSL provider in that study. Pri-
vate communication with a large European ISP whose

probes consistently had an address change upon outage
confirmed that they use PPPoE and Radius to assign
addresses for their DSL lines. We expect that this prop-
erty can be used as evidence in inferring a device’s link
type.

5.4 Is there a relationship between outage
duration and address changes?

Dynamic addresses assigned using DHCP should typ-
ically retain their addresses as long as they continue
to renew their lease half-way into the lease duration
as the standard recommends [10]. However, an outage
could prevent them from renewing their lease. Depend-
ing upon the address churn at the time, the address
they had previously been assigned may be reassigned
to another device. In this way, an outage longer than
half a lease duration could potentially cause an address
change.

To investigate this, we analyzed the conditional prob-
ability of an address change given the occurrence of net-
work or power outages of different durations for probes
from LGI (AS 6830) and Orange (AS 3215) in Figure 9.
For network outages, we considered outages from all
versions of probes while for power outages, we only con-
sidered outages from probes running v3. We chose these
ISPs due to their difference in address change behavior
upon the occurrence of outages as seen in Figure 7 and
Figure 8.

The behavior upon outages for the two ISPs is strik-
ingly different. LGI’s behavior appears consistent with
what we would expect for dynamic addresses assigned
using DHCP: fewer than 3% of outages of up to an hour
resulted in an address change. More than 25% of outage
durations that lasted at least twelve hours resulted in
an address change. This behavior is consistent with a
DHCP lease duration on the order of a few hours. Not
every outage longer than twelve hours resulted in an ad-
dress change, consistent with DHCP behavior when a
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Figure 9: The likelihood of an address change (renum-
bering) given network or power outages of different du-
rations in LGI (left) and Orange (right). The top graph
is a histogram; the complete bar represents the number
of outages observed across all probes in that AS. The
lightly-shaded bar extends for those outages that also
saw an address change. The lower graph shows the same
data as a percentage. Although relatively few outages
lasted longer than a day, the majority of these were co-
incident with an address change in both ISPs. However,
Orange (right) changed addresses even on the shortest
outages.

client returns after an expired lease and the previously
assigned address is still available.

For Orange, we found that even very short outages
resulted in address changes. 91% of outages that lasted
less than five minutes resulted in an address change, and
for every outage duration longer than five minutes and
shorter than three hours, more than 75% occurred with
an address change. For outages between three hours to
three days long, the percentage of address changes was
closer to 50%, suggesting the presence of some CPE
devices that do not renumber upon every outage. How-
ever, as the outage duration increases beyond 3 days,
almost every outage results in an address change.

Private communication with a large European ISP
confirmed that this behavior is expected for PPPoE
based DSL lines in that ISP: any reboot/reconnect event
will result in the assignment of a new address from the
ISP’s dynamic address pool. Since outages of such short
durations can result in an address change, a simple re-
boot of the CPE (resulting in a power outage), or un-
plugging and replugging the network cable (resulting
in a network outage), can change the dynamic address
assigned to the end-user. That end-users can change
their dynamically assigned address has implications for
researchers and operators who use IP addresses to iden-

tify end-hosts, particularly when IP addresses are being
used to blacklist malicious actors.

6. DOES A USER’S DYNAMIC ADDRESS
PREFIX CHANGE?

It is tempting to expect that a new address, when re-
assigned, will typically be drawn from nearby addresses,
say, from the same enclosing /24 prefix. If such an as-
sumption were true, it would allow blacklisting of the
enclosing prefix of a malicious host, if it were thought
that the malicious host could cause its address to change
via reboot or by waiting a day. However, we find that
such locality of addresses is rare and address changes
typically span prefixes.

We examined whether the dynamic address assigment
also varies the enclosing prefix, defined three ways. For
each instance of address change that we observed, we
found the BGP prefix of the previous address and the
new address using CAIDA’s IP-to-AS dataset [6], as
described in Section 3. We also extracted the /16 and /8
prefixes from the previous and new addresses. We then
compared how often the prefix of the previous address
differed from the prefix of the new address. Table 7
presents the results for the overall AS-level dataset with
2,272 probes and for the ten ASes with the most probes
that had at least one address change.

ISPs varied prefixes even for consecutive addresses as-
signed to the same customer; nearly half of the 166,644
total address changes we observed also changed BGP
prefixes. Unlike periodicity and renumbering upon out-
ages, assigning addresses out of different prefixes ap-
pears to be a common behavior for ISPs. For the ten
ASes in Table 7, Verizon and DTAG had the lowest
percentage of address changes across prefixes, but even
for these ASes, almost a quarter of all address changes
were across /16s and a fifth of all address changes were
across /8s. Thus, it is not just the dynamic addresses
that change; their prefixes change too. When a mali-
cious actor receives a new address, even blacklisting the
entire enclosing /8 prefix of the old address would fail
to prevent access for a third of the address changes we
observed.

7. RELATED WORK
Previous work studied the performance of DHCP in

small campus networks [5,17] and settings where smart-
phone usage is widespread [23] and developed techniques
to reduce network address utilization and DHCP broad-
cast traffic. The goal of those studies was to improve
the performance of DHCP by tuning configuration.

Conceptually, so long as there is some uniquely iden-
tifying feature that remains constant across a host’s ad-
dress change, it is possible to track IP address changes
over time for that host. Several studies have used this
broad method [2,7,13,17,19,21,48]. UDmap [48] stud-
ied dynamic address properties using Hotmail user login
traces where the user’s login serves as the identifying



AS ASN Country Diff BGP Diff /16 Diff /8
All 81,571 48.9% 79,430 47.7% 55,835 33.5%

Orange 3215 France 7,016 68% 6,961 67% 5,513 53%
LGI 6830 many 171 56% 168 55% 136 45%
BT 2856 U.K. 1,736 44% 2,685 68% 1,735 44%

DTAG 3320 Germany 4,706 24% 5,391 28% 4,610 24%
Verizon 701 U.S. 241 23% 241 23% 209 20%
Comcast 7922 U.S. 76 37% 74 36% 63 31%
Proximus 5432 Belgium 2,152 49% 2,331 53% 1,983 45%

Telecom Italia 3269 Italy 4,281 85% 4,412 88% 2,374 47%
Ziggo 9143 Netherlands 18 35% 22 43% 16 31%

Virgin Media 5089 U.K. 46 84% 49 89% 39 71%

Table 7: Number of address changes across prefixes. Diff BGP shows the number of address changes where the
previous address and the next address belonged to different BGP prefixes. Diff /16 shows the number of address
changes where the previous address and the next address belonged to different /16 prefixes and Diff /8 shows the
number of address changes where the previous address and the next address belonged to different /8 prefixes. The
% column shows the percentage of total address changes for that autonomous system.

feature. Casado et al. [7] tracked clients using HTTP
cookies when clients access a CDN. Other studies [13,19]
used continuous responsiveness of an address itself as
the identifying feature, assuming that an address that
responds continuously belongs to the same user and that
when an address stops responding to pings, it has been
reassigned.

While we share the same goal as these studies, our ap-
proach diverges in that we are interested in the events
associated with an address change. Previous studies
lacked access to end-host information that could reveal
the cause of an address change. One exception, Maier et
al. [19], used access to the Radius server of a European
DSL provider from one urban area to identify why DSL
sessions terminated, and noted that the DSL provider
often limited Radius session length to 24 hours in that
area. We extend this result to several ISPs in countries
from Europe, Asia, and South America, and identify
other typical session length limits. Argon et al. [2] used
periodic measurements from end-hosts in the DIMES
infrastructure [38]. DIMES software installed on an
end-user computer is different from RIPE Atlas hard-
ware probes primarily in that it reports back only every
30-60 minutes (as opposed to RIPE Atlas’s 3 minutes),
the agent can be installed on laptops that move (as
opposed to RIPE Atlas probes that could move, but do
not), the hosts running DIMES are often powered down
(resulting in limited uptime), and DIMES hosts appear
to have static IP addresses more often (they reported
60% had only one address). Nevertheless, Argon et al.
observed that some small ISPs exhibited address alter-
nation with a 24 hour periodicity. In IPv6, the RFC
for privacy extensions for stateless address autoconfig-
uration recommends that IPv6 addresses be changed
every 24 hours [22] and empirical results by Plonka and
Berger found that more than 90% of client IPv6 ad-
dresses were ephemeral [24]. We showed that 24 hour
defaults are not uncommon in IPv4 as well.

These studies relied on relatively uncontrolled obser-
vations of the address assigned to a device or user, both

in terms of whether the devices are active, whether
the users connect using multiple devices, and how fre-
quently samples are provided. As a consequence, the
dynamic IP address churn rates reported by these stud-
ies vary. While UDmap reported that over 30% of IP
addresses have inter-user durations of 1–3 days [48], Hei-
demann et al. reported that 90% of IP addresses were
occupied for less than a day [13]. Maier et al. [19] re-
ported that a major European ISP had per-user median
durations of just 20 minutes during their study in 2009
(we did not observe this duration in 2015). We be-
lieve that the perspective of a device using the dynam-
ically assigned network is necessary for understanding
the reasons behind the address change and for getting
precise information about the duration that any address
is held. Further, since RIPE Atlas probes provide con-
tinuous, longitudinal measurements enabling the infer-
ence of successive addresses assigned to a CPE device,
we perform the first analysis of dynamic prefixes from
which devices are assigned successive addresses.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Among other motivations, the scarcity of IPv4 ad-

dresses has led ISPs to dynamically assign IP addresses
to customer devices as needed, rather than assigning
static addresses to each device. Although dynamic ad-
dressing can offer tremendous efficiency gains in IP ad-
dress usage, it creates challenges for those who legiti-
mately need to track individual host behavior, e.g., op-
erators, IP address blacklist maintainers, law enforc-
ment, researchers. Understanding the reasons dynamic
addresses change is the first step towards predicting
how long one can reasonably expect the same address
to identify an end-host.

To study the conditions in which addresses change,
we used an existing set of logs from a vast measurement
infratructure—RIPE Atlas with 3,038 globally distributed
probes that saw address changes in 2015—to infer and
analyze patterns of address changes and factors that



induce them. We found several factors in play. Dy-
namic address durations vary by geography, with ad-
dresses from North American ISPs persisting for weeks
and addresses from many German ISPs assigned for a
day. Dynamic addresses change as a result of network
and power outages in most ISPs. In some ISPs, an out-
age of any duration results in an address change, while
in others, the likelihood of address change increases with
outage duration.

Two of our findings seem at odds with the address as-
signment practice specified in the DHCP standard [10],
which states as a design goal that an address assigned
to a client should persist as long as the client continues
to renew its lease, even across client and DHCP server
reboots. First, our dataset included periodically reas-
signed addresses for many European and nearby Asian
probes; these reassignments potentially terminated ses-
sions that were active during the time of renumbering.
Second, many address changes seem to result from re-
boots and reconnect events. These observations—that
some addresses change daily and may change under the
control of a user—have implications both for researchers
who might use addresses as a means of counting or
tracking individual users and for operators that might
blacklist addresses for misbehavior. We provide a list
of ISPs that renumbered periodically and their renum-
bering parameters in Table 5; the maximum duration
these ISPs are likely to assign an address to a CPE can
be estimated accurately with high probability. We also
provide a list of ISPs that renumber consistently upon
reboot and reconnect events in Table 6; malicious users
from these ISPs can evade blacklists by simply reboot-
ing their device.

In starting this work, we anticipated that the rich
dataset provided by RIPE Atlas would enable us to in-
fer the configured duration of DHCP leases. It turns out
that address reassignment was substantially more com-
plex than we expected, with periodic address reassign-
ment of even connected, functioning equipment being
a common practice. The technical goal of efficient ad-
dress assignment appears dominated by non-technical
goals of ISP policy, e.g., privacy and preventing server
operation. In particular, we believe that the address du-
rations we measured are distinct from lease durations.

In this work, we found only one instance of adminis-
trative renumbering—reassignment of addresses en masse
from one prefix to another—although this may be a lim-
itation of our data. Recent research reports that there
is continuous churn in the IPv4 address space: the set
of addresses observed at a large CDN on one day dif-
fers from the set of address observed on the next day
by 8% on average [26]. In future work, we plan to an-
alyze how much of the observed churn in the address
space can be attributed to administrative renumbering.
Investigating dynamic addressing patterns in IPv6 and
comparison with IPv4 is also future work.
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